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Purpose: To describe a fast projection algorithm for optimizing intensity modulated proton therapy
�IMPT� plans and to describe and demonstrate the use of this algorithm in multicriteria IMPT
planning.
Methods: The authors develop a projection-based solver for a class of convex optimization prob-
lems and apply it to IMPT treatment planning. The speed of the solver permits its use in multicri-
teria optimization, where several optimizations are performed which span the space of possible
treatment plans. The authors describe a plan database generation procedure which is customized to
the requirements of the solver. The optimality precision of the solver can be specified by the user.
Results: The authors apply the algorithm to three clinical cases: A pancreas case, an esophagus
case, and a tumor along the rib cage case. Detailed analysis of the pancreas case shows that the
algorithm is orders of magnitude faster than industry-standard general purpose algorithms �MOSEK’s
interior point optimizer, primal simplex optimizer, and dual simplex optimizer�. Additionally, the
projection solver has almost no memory overhead.
Conclusions: The speed and guaranteed accuracy of the algorithm make it suitable for use in
multicriteria treatment planning, which requires the computation of several diverse treatment plans.
Additionally, given the low memory overhead of the algorithm, the method can be extended to
include multiple geometric instances and proton range possibilities, for robust
optimization. © 2010 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.3481566�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multicriteria optimization �MCO� is a powerful technique for
optimizing intensity modulated radiation therapy �IMRT�
treatment plans. The standard single criterion approach to
treatment planning uses weights and dose volume histogram
�DVH� control points to steer toward desired plans. The re-
sults of the underlying optimizations are, however, hard to
control and often result in time-consuming iterations among
the treatment planner, the treatment planning system, and the
physicians.1 In contrast, MCO uses a precalculated database
of treatment plans that span the viable treatment planning
options2 and a user interface that allows the treatment plan-
ner to navigate the approximated Pareto surface to select the
desirable plan from a blend of database plans that suits the
treatment goals for the patient.3–5 Such a system for IMRT
planning is currently under evaluation at the Massachusetts
General Hospital.6

The focus of the present work is a new algorithm that is
very time and memory efficient and is thus suitable for MCO

treatment planning for intensity modulated proton therapy
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�IMPT�. Structurally, the mathematical problems of IMRT
and IMPT planning are the same. Both require large-scale
optimizers to choose the optimal set of beamlet intensities
that map to voxel doses. An IMPT optimization problem has,
however, on the order of three to ten times more decision
variables �beamlets� than the corresponding IMRT optimiza-
tion problem, depending on the pencil-beam size and the
number of energy layers delivered. Additionally, a Pareto
surface based MCO requires the computation of multiple
treatment plans to span the space of treatment possibilities.3

Therefore, to apply MCO to this setting requires a fast and
reliable optimization algorithm.

We use a linear problem formulation for the IMPT MCO
implementation. It is often the case that algorithms for linear
programming �LP� problems �or, more generally, for convex
constrained optimization problems� are slower than gradient
based penalty function methods applied to the related global
optimization problems because LP algorithms store and uti-
lize the exact geometry of a polyhedral feasible set and solve
to exact provable optimality. In certain cases, depending on

the problem structure and on the nature of the constraints,
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linear formulations are solved rapidly with custom algo-
rithms. This is the case for radiation therapy planning prob-
lems, where we demonstrate that a projection-based algo-
rithm can solve linear instances fast and with little memory
overhead.

Projection algorithms7 are a family of algorithms for con-
vex feasibility problems and convex constrained optimiza-
tion problems. These algorithms iteratively project the cur-
rent solution onto violated individual constraints. In linear
settings, the constraints are hyperplanes �linear equalities�,
half spaces �linear inequalities�, and hyperslabs �linear inter-
val inequalities�. The algebraic operation of a projection into
or onto a linear constraint is simple and fast. Projection
algorithms have been successfully used in areas such as
image reconstruction from projections8–10 and IMRT
planning.11–15

The projection algorithm used in this paper, ART3+, is a
finitely convergent sequential projection algorithm �finitely
convergent means that it is guaranteed to converge to a fea-
sible point in a finite number of iterations, as opposed to
in the limit�.14,16 ART3 �Ref. 8� is an algebraic reconstruction
technique for solving linear interval inequalities and
ART3+ �Ref. 14� is a faster version of ART3, with the sig-
nificant speed improvement stemming from a repetitive
�noncyclic� control for selecting the constraints. In each it-
eration of either ART3 or ART3+, a constraint is selected
and checked. If the constraint is violated, then the current
iterate is projected into or onto the constraint, making the
point feasible for that constraint. The difference between the
algorithms is in their behavior if the selected constraint is not
violated. In ART3+, such a constraint is temporarily re-
moved from the list of constraints, and thus computer time is
saved by not selecting and checking constraints that are not
likely to be violated �see Refs. 14 and 16�. Both ART3 and
ART3+ are finitely convergent, provided that the feasible
solution set is full-dimensional. Due to the speed of the
ART3+ algorithm on IMPT planning problem instances, it is
efficacious to also make use of it for optimization. For ex-
ample, to minimize c�x we convert the objective into a con-
straint c�x�r and iteratively reduce r until convergence to a
solution within a specified optimality tolerance. �As com-
mon, c� denotes the row vector that is the transpose of the
column vector c.� We call the new optimization algorithm
ART3+O, where “O” stands for “optimization.”

ART3+O requires that problems have only linear con-
straints and either a linear objective or a certain type of con-
vex objective, such as minimizing the maximum dose deliv-
ered to an organ at risk �OAR�. Although this is restrictive,
the nature of MCO allows us to be fairly flexible regarding
the exact formulation of the problem �meaning the functional
form of the constraints and objectives�.17,18 In a MCO set-
ting, if two functions are correlated, such as equivalent uni-
form dose19 �EUD� and normal tissue complication probabil-

ity, it is mathematically equivalent to use either in a MCO
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formulation, and so the simpler one would be used. When
two functions are effectively �but not mathematically�
correlated, then the same reasoning applies and one can
therefore choose the simpler function to optimize. For these
reasons, the linear restrictions imposed by the ART3+O
solver do not affect the quality of the treatment plans that get
produced.

We compare the performance of our implementation of
ART3+O to three commercially available state-of-the-art
implementations of LP algorithms from MOSEK ApS �see
http://www.mosek.com and Ref. 20 for background�: An in-
terior point algorithm, a primal simplex algorithm, and a dual
simplex algorithm. ART3+O is shown to outperform all of
these algorithms in speed and memory usage.

In order to apply the multicriteria radiation therapy plan-
ning approaches of Refs. 3 and 5, we need to generate a
database of treatment plans that approximate the Pareto sur-
face. This can be done using ART3+O as long as the data-
base generation is based on constraints �as in Refs. 4 and 21�
rather than on weighted sums of the underlying objectives
�as in Refs. 3 and 22�. The final step in the MCO treatment
planning process, the selection of the convex combination of
the database plans with which to treat the patient, is called
the navigation step. We implement a procedure very similar
to that given in Ref. 5 and refer the reader there for details.

II. METHODS

II.A. The optimization algorithm ART3+O

By a linear feasibility problem we mean here a problem of
the following form: Given B�RI�J, l� �R� �−���I, and u
� �R� �+���I, find an x�RJ that satisfies the hyperslab con-
straints

l � Bx � u . �1�

For 1� i� I, we use Bi to denote the column vector in RJ

that is the transpose of the ith row of the matrix B and
throughout this paper we assume that �Bi��0.

ART3+ solves the above feasibility problem �provided
that its set of solutions is full-dimensional14� by sequentially
projecting the current iterate x onto or into the violated hy-
perslab constraints, one at a time. If x is farther away from
the hyperslab than half the thickness of the hyperslab, then x
is projected to the center hyperplane of the hyperslab; other-
wise, x is reflected across the nearer of the two bounding
hyperplanes of the hyperslab. More precisely, for a constraint
li�Bi�x�ui, the ART3 projection operator Pi�x�, which pro-

vides us the next iterate, is
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Pi�x� = x −�
Bi�x − �li + ui�/2

�Bi�2 Bi, if Bi�x � li − �ui − li�/2 or ui + �ui − li�/2 � Bi�x ,

2
Bi�x − li

�Bi�2 Bi, if li − �ui − li�/2 � Bi�x � li,

2
Bi�x − ui

�Bi�2 Bi, if ui � Bi�x � ui + �ui − li�/2,

0, otherwise.

	 �2�
While ART3 visits all the constraints cyclically, ART3+ has
a more complicated mechanism to determine which con-
straint to pick in each iteration in order to speed up the finite
convergence. In ART3+, an ordered set of violated con-
straints is maintained by removing from it the currently
picked constraint if it is satisfied by the current iterate x.
When this ordered constraint set becomes empty, it is filled
up by the complete set of constraints, unless all the con-
straints are satisfied, in which case ART3+ stops. Full details
of the ART3+ algorithm for solving the linear feasibility
problem without infinite bounds can be found in Refs. 14 and
16. The proof of finite convergence of ART3+ therein can be
generalized easily to apply to the linear feasibility problem
with infinite bounds.

In order to take care of convex objectives �such as mini-
mization of the maximum dose delivered to an OAR� that
occur in IMPT planning, we specify below a convex optimi-
zation problem, which has the linear optimization problem
with an objective “minimize c�x” as a special case. In order
to do this, we need to introduce some notation. For any C
�RK�J and x�RJ, we define

fC�x� = max�C1�x,C2�x, . . . ,CK�x� . �3�

Here, for 1�k�K, Ck is the column vector in RJ that is the
transpose of the kth row of the matrix C and we assume
throughout this paper that �Ck��0. When K=1, the objective
fC�x�=C1�x is a linear function. If an OAR has K voxels, then
C can be defined so that Ck�x is the dose delivered to the kth
of these K voxels and so that fC�x� is the maximum dose
delivered to the OAR. �Since these are doses, we point out
that throughout this paper, we use Gy as the unit of dose.�
Then the convex optimization problem is of the following
form: Given B�RI�J, l� �R� �−���I, u� �R� �+���I, and
C�RK�J, find an x�RJ that minimizes fC�x�, subject to
l�Bx�u.

To solve this problem with ART3+ we define, for every
r�R, R�r� to be the linear feasibility problem: Given B
�RI�J, l� �R� �−���I, u� �R� �+���I, and C�RK�J, find
an x�RJ such that

C1�x � r ,

C2�x � r ,
¯
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CK�x � r ,

l � Bx � u . �4�

Note that a solution x of R�r��, where r� is the smallest r for
which R�r� has a solution, is in fact a solution of the convex
optimization problem of the previous paragraph. We assume
that there exists an rmin for which R�rmin� does not have a
solution and that such an rmin is available to us. In Sec. II B,
we explain why such an assumption is valid and how to find
rmin in practice. A small positive real number � is specified as
the desired optimality tolerance. We also use the parameter Q
to denote the maximum number of iterations in any execu-
tion of ART3+.

The algorithm ART3+O is the following procedure:
Initialization. Use ART3+ to solve l�Bx�u. If a solu-

tion is found in Q or fewer iterations, we assign that solution
to x0 and x� and let rmax= fC�x0� and t=0. Otherwise, we
consider the optimization problem unsolvable.

ART3+. Let rt= �rmin+rmax� /2. Run ART3+ on R�rt� start-
ing with xt.

�i� If ART3+ finds a solution in Q or fewer iterations, then
assign the solution to xt+1 and x� and let rmax

= fC�xt+1�.
�ii� Otherwise, let rmin=rt and xt+1 be the Qth iterate of

ART3+.

Termination. If rmax−rmin��, then return x� as the solu-
tion to the optimization problem, otherwise increase t by 1
and repeat ART3+.

The idea of the algorithm is to search for the r� as defined
below Eq. �4�. We first find a range �rmin,rmax� that is big
enough to contain r�. After this we apply a bisection search
on the decreasing range �rmin,rmax� until the length of this
range is � or less, which will happen for a t�2�log2�rmax

−rmin� /��. ART3+ will return a solution x for which fC�x�
−r���, provided that in each call to it, ART3+ stops in at
most Q iterations for the problem R�r� that has a solution.

To achieve the same goal in MOSEK, we have to take r in
Eq. �4� as an auxiliary unknown variable and solve the LP

problem: Minimize r, subject to Eq. �4�.
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II.B. Clinical MCO formulation and database
generation process

Let D�RH�J denote the dose-influence matrix. Thus, Dhj

is the dose contribution to voxel h �1�h�H� from a unit
intensity in beamlet j �1� j�J�. If x�RJ denotes the beam-
let intensity vector, then the dose vector is given by Dx. For
MCO database generation for IMPT, the problems we solve
are of the following form:

minimize g�Dx� ,

subject to l � Dx � u ,

x � 0, �5�

where the objective g can be the mean dose to a structure or
a set of structures, the negative mean dose to a target or a set
of targets �maximizing a function is the same as minimizing
the negative of that function�, the maximum dose to a struc-
ture or a set of structures, or the negative minimum dose to a
target or a set of targets. In all the cases, we can find a K
�Z and a C�RK�J such that fC�x�=g�Dx�. We call a plan x
feasible if it satisfies the inequalities in Eq. �5�.

The rmin in our algorithm can be found by considering the
problem and the constraints at hand. For example, if g�Dx� is
the mean dose to an OAR, we choose rmin=−0.01. The upper
bound of the number of calls to ART3+ is 2�log2�rmax

−rmin� /��, which is a very modest number since the optimal-
ity tolerance � required for radiation therapy planning is not
very small. For each call of ART3+, we use Q=2�107.

For multicriteria radiation therapy planning,3,5 we first
specify N objective functions g and for each, we find an
optimal plan x, as specified by Eq. �5�. We generate a data-
base �to be used in the navigation step5� that contains these
plans and some additional ones. The additional plans are
determined by a variant, which we specify in the next para-
graph, of the bounded objective function method.23 Since
each additional plan is obtained by solving a problem that is
of the same form as Eq. �5�, we again make use of
ART3+O.

Let x̄ denote the average of the N optimal plans. This
averaged plan is used as the source of N additional con-
straints of the form g�Dx��g�Dx̄� �one for each of the origi-
nal objective functions� for all the subsequent optimization
tasks. This extended set of constraints is feasible, since x̄
satisfies it. The additional plans in the database are obtained
by solving, subject to the extended set of constraints, the
following optimization problems:

�i� Minimize the sum of the mean doses of the structures
that appeared in all of the original “minimize mean
dose”-type objectives;

�ii� Maximize the sum of the mean doses of the targets that
appeared in all of the original “maximize mean dose”-
type objectives;

�iii� Repeat all of the original “minimize maximum dose”
optimizations and “maximize minimum dose”

optimizations.
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The resulting database contains more than N but no more
than 2N plans.

III. RESULTS

III.A. Numerical results on the algorithm

We use a pancreas case to demonstrate the advantages of
ART3+O over the three general purpose LP algorithms
implemented in MOSEK for the problem in the last paragraph
of Sec. II A. The patient volume �302 491 voxels� consists of
liver, stomach, left kidney, right kidney, the planning target
volume �PTV�, and skin �all remaining voxels�. We select Rx
�the prescription dose� to be 59.4 Gy �all Gy values reported
include a relative biological effectiveness, factor of 1.1�, the
maximum dose to all structures to be 1.12Rx, and the mini-
mum dose for the PTV to be 0.95Rx. We use three proton
beams �the energy layers, set by in-house IMPT software,
yield Bragg peaks approximately 5 mm apart, depending on
the depth� yielding 13 734 beamlets in total. The dose-
influence matrix D has 62 226 127 nonzero elements. After
preprocessing, we use 144 411 constraints in our optimiza-
tion tasks. We perform the following optimizations for the
numerical studies: �Task0� minimize mean skin dose;
�Task1� maximize minimum PTV dose; �Task2� minimize
mean liver dose; �Task3� minimize mean stomach dose;
�Task4� minimize mean left kidney dose; �Task5� minimize
mean right kidney dose; �Task6� set the minimum PTV dose
to Rx and minimize the sum of the mean doses of the liver,
stomach, left kidney, and right kidney; and �Task7� set the
minimum PTV dose to Rx and minimize the overall maxi-
mum dose. We use �=0.1 Gy for the optimality tolerance,
which is well within radiation delivery precision. �For Task6
and Task7, we have tightened the constraint set by setting the
PTV minimum dose to Rx. This was done for historical rea-
sons and it does not matter for the comparison of the perfor-
mance of algorithms reported in this subsection. For the
clinical demonstrations in the Sec. III B, we use the proce-
dure exactly as described in Sec. II.� We use �NoTask� to
refer to the initial feasibility run. Although we only optimize
the mean dose to the OARs in this pancreas case, minimizing
the maximum dose to a serial critical organ can also be done
by an appropriate choice of the function g in Eq. �5�.

All the experiments run on a 64-bit Linux computer with
2.66 GHz Quad core Intel Xeon CPU and 16 Gbyte memory
�but only one core of the CPU is used�. To demonstrate the
search process of ART3+O, we give as an example the run
of Task6; the results are shown in Table I.

The timing results of ART3+O and the three standard LP
algorithms, for the feasibility run and all eight tasks, are
shown in Table II. ART3+O is far faster than the three al-
gorithms in MOSEK. Typically, for each task, ART3+O uses
about 1–2 min and MOSEK uses 1 h to several hours. These
results are not biased by the fact that ART3+O finds an
�-optimal value, while the algorithms in MOSEK find a better
approximation to the true optimum for the following reasons:
First, it is hard for MOSEK to stop earlier at an �-optimal
value and, at the same time, find an exactly feasible solution

like ART3+O does; second, even if we only consider the
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optimality, ART3+O still arrives at an �-optimal value
much faster than the algorithms in MOSEK �e.g., for Task0,
ART3+O gets to 6.25 Gy in 90.75 s, the interior point
method of MOSEK gets to 6.76 Gy in 2099.99 s and it gets to
6.17 Gy, which it returns as the optimum, in 4718.72 s�. The
total time to generate the plan database using ART3+O is on
the order of 10 min. �We note, by the way, that the speedup
ratio from ART3 to ART3+ is about 2–7 in our experiments,
which is much greater than what is reported in Ref. 14 due to
the larger size of our current problems.�

Memory usage is an important consideration for radiation
therapy planning algorithms because the advanced models
that take into consideration uncertainty and organ motion
require much larger optimization instances. The ART3+O
algorithm has almost no memory overhead: Its memory us-
age is just slightly over the memory required to hold the
dose-influence matrix D and the �much smaller� dose bounds
l and u. The general purpose algorithms come with a large
memory overhead, as shown in Table II: ART3+O uses less
than a tenth of the memory needed by the other algorithms.

Given the fact that the planned treatment dose will not be
delivered precisely �most institutions assume at least a 2%
error in planned versus delivered dose on a per voxel basis�,
there is no need to run the optimizations to a high degree of

TABLE I. An example run of ART3+O with Task6 of the pancreas case.

t �rmin,rmax� rt
Timing

�s� Find a solution in Q iterations

1.36 Yes
0 �00.000, 43.809� 21.904 31.35 No
1 �21.904, 43.809� 32.857 4.08 Yes
2 �21.904, 24.972� 23.438 11.55 Yes
3 �21.904, 23.437� 22.671 31.55 No
4 �22.671, 23.437� 23.054 14.04 Yes
5 �22.671, 23.051� 22.861 31.08 No
6 �22.861, 23.051� 22.956 2.72 Yes

�22.861, 22.927�

TABLE II. Timing �in hh:mm:ss� and memory usage �i
eight optimization tasks. IP, PS, and DS are short for
tively.

Time
�hh:mm:ss�

ART3+O IP PS

NoTask 2 32:55 43:1
Task0 1:31 1:17:99 7:4
Task1 1:57 2:11:11 8:59:4
Task2 1:05 1:41:13 53:5
Task3 1:15 6:46:04 1:08:1
Task4 1:03 4:50:49 44:4
Task5 1:45 2:42:17 1:32:2
Task6 2:07 1:18:30 33:5
Task7 39 1:42:28 16:07:5
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optimality. Furthermore, running algorithms to suboptimality
is typically much faster than running to exact optimality.
Using the results from the MOSEK algorithms as the “true”
optimum, Fig. 1 displays the ART3+O results in compari-
son. The results are well within the delivery precision for
protons and could be relaxed further for additional computa-
tion speed improvements.

III.B. Clinical case demonstrations

We demonstrate the full system �database generation and
navigation� on two clinical cases, and in doing so we show
how to choose constraints and objectives in our MCO setting
that allows only hard constraints and certain kinds of objec-
tive functions. Since treatment planning today is typically
done by nonlinear algorithms that do not use true hard con-
straints, treatment planners put as constraints what they
would like to achieve, even if such constraints cannot be
satisfied simultaneously, such as having the maximal spinal
cord dose below 45 Gy and the minimal dose to a very close

te� of the four methods for the feasibility run and the
ior point, primal simplex, and dual simplex, respec-

Memory
�Gbyte�

DS ART3+O IP PS DS

3:46 0.5 8.0 5.8 5.8
7:47 0.5 8.2 5.9 5.9

10:19:56 0.5 9.5 6.8 6.6
2:06:20 0.5 8.2 5.9 5.7
2:07:19 0.5 8.2 6.0 5.7
1:16:27 0.5 8.2 5.8 5.7
2:56:20 0.5 8.2 6.0 5.7
4:34:50 0.5 8.1 6.0 5.7

12:20:43 0.5 13.0 9.7 9.7
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Optimal Results (dose in Gy)

FIG. 1. The vertical line segments are the initial ranges of r. The thickness
of the horizontal segments is the gap between the optimal r found by
ART3+O and the optimal r given by MOSEK.
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target to be above 50.4 Gy. In our MCO setting with true
hard constraints, we would formulate this as a hard con-
straint that the maximal spinal cord dose be no more than 45
Gy and an objective to maximize the minimum target dose.
Nevertheless, our use of hard constraints is “softened” by the
fact that we generate a large diversity of treatment plans and
allow them to be mixed during navigation. Clinically, we
only use hard constraints when the physician really will not
tolerate any violation from that constraint. Everything else
becomes an objective and this allows for an exploration of

Best lung plan

Best heart plan Compromise plan

FIG. 2. IMPT MCO planning system showing the esophagus case. The top
left panel displays the constraints and the objectives, and shows the naviga-
tion sliders in positions for the best lung plan, with the accompanying DVHs
shown in top right panel. On the bottom left we show the DVHs for the best
heart plan and on the bottom right we display the DVHs for a plan that was
navigated to in order to attempt to spare all of the structures. �Patient data
courtesy of Dr. T. Hong.�

FIG. 3. Two plans shown from the lung/chest-wall target case. The plans
complete target volume coverage to be near its maximum allowed value of 7

of Dr. B. Eden.�
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the entire clinically meaningful dose space. This has been
discussed more fully in previous publications including Refs.
17 and 24.

The first case we present is an esophagus case. The
esophagus is a difficult treatment site due to the proximity of
several critical structures, namely, the lungs, spinal cord,
heart, stomach, and liver. The target coverage is fixed by
setting hard constraints of 45 Gy as the clinical target volume
minimum dose and 50.4 Gy as the gross tumor volume mini-
mum dose. All doses are kept below 112% of 50.4 Gy. The
five objectives are minimizing the mean dose to the com-
bined lungs, spinal cord, heart, stomach, and liver. The trade-
off between the heart dose and the combined lung dose has
been found to be the most challenging compromise for many
of the esophagus patients at Massachusetts General Hospital,
so we display the range of possibilities for their DVHs in
Fig. 2.

The second case is a tumor along the right rib cage and
thus the right lung is a particular sensitive critical structure.
Rather than specifying lower constraints for target coverage
as in the esophagus case, here we are interested in assessing
how target coverage affects the sparing of the lung, and so
minimizing right lung mean dose and maximizing target
minimum dose are put in as objectives. The other indicated
objectives are minimizing the mean doses to the spinal cord
and the heart. Figure 3 shows two solutions: One that forces
the coverage of the target to be everywhere near its upper
constraint of 70 Gy and one that minimizes the exposure of
the right lung. Note the complete sparing of the left lung as
proton beams have no exit dose.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The implementation of ART3+O is simple, fast, and
memory efficient. The underlying optimizations produce fea-
sible plans �i.e., the resulting dose distributions satisfy all the
specified constraints exactly� for which the objective func-
tion is within a distance from that of the truly optimal fea-
sible plan that is controlled by the optimality tolerance, for

hree fields: Anterior, posterior, and posterior oblique. The left plan forces
, while the right plan achieves maximal lung sparing. �Patient data courtesy
use t
0 Gy
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which we use �=0.1 Gy. However, extra experiments also
show that the time ART3+O takes to find an �-optimal so-
lution increases dramatically when � is set to be an order of
magnitude smaller, e.g., 0.01 Gy, which is due to the nature
of the underlying projection algorithm ART3+, which loses
its efficiency for finding a feasible point when the feasible
set is very small. Since all of our objectives and constraints
are in units of Gy, this value of � is directly interpretable and
0.1 Gy is much smaller than the precision of radiation deliv-
ery. Additionally, the point of database generation is to span
the space of dose distribution possibilities by populating the
approximated Pareto surface with diverse plans. With this in
mind, it is clear that it is unnecessary to optimize each plan
to a high numerical precision. Additional speed gains for
database generation are achievable by performing the opti-
mization tasks in parallel or implementing ART3+O on a
graphics processing unit.25

ART3+ is a projection algorithm and such algorithms
converge rapidly when the matrix used in the constraints, the
D of Eq. �5�, is sparse. Sparsity of our D matrix implies that
most of the time, the normal vectors associated with a pair of
constraints are mutually nearly orthogonal. Consecutive pro-
jections onto the two constraints with orthogonal normal
vectors will produce a point that satisfies both. Therefore, by
sequentially projecting onto the mostly mutually orthogonal
constraints, one quickly finds a solution that satisfies all of
the constraints. See Fig. 4 for an illustration of why projec-
tions onto half spaces approach the feasible set much more
rapidly when the half spaces are almost orthogonal. In the
IMPT setting, the D matrix has on the order of 10% of its
entries nonzero and thus is fairly sparse. Since this is similar
to IMRT, ART3+O is also useful for IMRT beamlet optimi-
zations.

While in this work we restrict ourselves to controlling
mean, minimum, and maximum structure doses, we do not
view this as overly restrictive. Dose distributions are limited

by the shape of the pencil beams and we have found that
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mean dose control is good for moving dose in and out of an
organ, while minimum and maximum dose control is good
for controlling cold-spots and hot-spots, respectively. Never-
theless, we will investigate using more general convex func-
tions, in particular the EUD model, since such functions
might be desirable to model certain clinical end points.26 To
this end, projection algorithms exist for optimizing quadratic
functions or convex functions in general �see Refs. 10 and 27
or Ref. 9, Chapter 11� and it seems quite likely that a fast
solution based on these algorithms is possible. Similarly,
convex approximations of dose volume constraints such as
cVAR �Ref. 28� and stochastic dominance29 make it possible
to include DVH control into this framework.

An important consideration in the optimization of proton
therapy plans is robustness. Small uncertainties in the loca-
tion of the Bragg peaks of the proton beams can lead to large
voxel dose uncertainties. Optimizers that do not account for
this uncertainty might produce plans that are highly sensitive
to errors in the proton beam range. Similarly, changes in
patient geometry that occur during treatment, especially in
areas that are highly heterogeneous, such as nasal cavities,
can lead to highly variable dose distributions. Accounting for
range and patient geometry uncertainties can be done by us-
ing multiple instances of the D matrix.30 Since the memory
requirement of ART3+O is essentially only what is needed
to store D, ART3+O should prove to be an ideal platform
for robust IMPT optimization. Even though there are as yet
no theoretical or empirical results on the complexity of
ART3+O, we note that the multiple D matrices in the robust
setting will be correlated, which amounts to having redun-
dant �or close to redundant� constraints. The larger robust
IMPT planning project is currently under development and
we hope to be able to report on computational results on it in

FIG. 4. Projections onto half spaces approach the fea-
sible set faster when the half spaces are almost
orthogonal.
the near future.
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